Maintenance and operating Instructions
Model RH140E Pneumatic Rivet-Nut Setting Tool

Capable of setting Rivet-Nuts in sizes 4-40 through 10-32 thread in
Aluminum, Steel, and Stainless Steel. ¼-20 thread in Aluminum/Steel
-Metric conversion Kits available

Instructions
Model RH140E Pneumatic Rivet-Nut Setting Tool

A) Mandrel
B) Anvil

C) Anvil Lock Nut E) Mandrel adapter release
D) Rocker Trigger
F) Balancer Connection
Position 1: Collapse Rivet-Nut
Position 2: Reverse

G) Stroke Adjustment Ring
H) Pneumatic Motor
Technical Data:
Working pressure 80-95 P.S.I
Weight: 4.9 pounds

I) Fluid Plug
J) Compressed Air connection

Model RH140E Pneumatic Rivet-Nut Setting Tool
Air Feed: The air feed must be free from humidity and contaminants in order to protect the tool
from premature wear. We recommend the use of a filter, lubricator, and regulator assembly for
compressed air.

Maintenance:
Adding Hydraulic Fluid: Place tool in a horizontal position. Using the 5 mm Hex key
(provided), remove fluid plug. Add Fluid using special container provided until fluid level
reaches edge of fill hole.

Important: Slowly poor Viscosity 32 into bellows container provided which shall be screwed to
seat on the plug. While keeping the riveting tool in a horizontal position and start air feeding,
press the trigger (position 1) for the tool to carry out some cycles until air bubbles in bellows no
longer come out. At this point, keep tool in horizontal position, unscrew bellows and screw
5mm hex plug back in to tool. Torque plug to minimum of 5Nm not to exceed 8Nm.
To remove all the oil from the tool, remove oil fill plug (I) and place tool in a plastic bag.
Hook air to tool and turn adjusting ring to max stroke (turn in positive direction until it will not
turn anymore). Depress trigger 5 or 6 times, oil will blow out of tool in to the plastic bag. To fill
tool, thread oil fill tube (23) and depress trigger until no air bubbles are present.

Disconnect Air Feed when performing these operations

Changing Mandrel Sizes:
Removing Anvil: Locate (C) Anvil Lock Nut and turn counter-clockwise until loose using
22mm wrench.

Removing Mandrel: Insert Mandrel adapter pin through the Mandrel to release mandrel
from frame head. Pull back on pin (Pull towards rear of tool). To remove mandrel, unthread
mandrel by turning counter-clockwise.
Frame Head

Mandrel Adapter Pin

Replacing Mandrel: Using the same Mandrel adapter as above, pull adapter back toward
rear of tool and thread new mandrel completely into mandrel housing until  you  hear  a  “Click”.
Thread Anvil and anvil lock nut back against frame head. Thread fastener onto mandrel, leaving
.050 mandrel protruding. Unscrew anvil from frame upwards to touch the head of fastener.
Tighten lock nut to frame head.

Setting Tool Stroke:
Turn Proper Stroke length using the spanner wrench included clockwise until adjustment
ring stops.
+ Symbol is for thinner material (increase stroke)
─ Symbol is for thicker material (decrease stroke)

Never install rivet-nut in your material and
pull the trigger until you have the correct
stroke set on the tool
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BEFORE INSTALLING ANY RIVET-NUT IN YOUR MATERIAL WITH A
PNEUMATIC TOOL
a) Measure overall thickness of material fastener will be installed. For Dimpled or countersunk
holes, measure from top surface of metal to underside of dimpled hole.
b) Determine Maximum grip of fastener (stamped on box, refer to manual, or last number in part
number)
c) Subtract material thickness (a) from Maximum grip (b)

d) Add difference to applicable pull-up factor. This sum is a close approximation of the pull-up
required to attain a proper bulge.
e) Measure Overall length of uninstalled Rivet-Nut. In the air and not in your material, thread
rivet-nut on to spin-pull pneumatic rivet nut tool and pull trigger collapsing rivet-nut and
measure collapsed length of uninstalled Rivet-Nut. Step (e) will tell you the current stroke (pullup) on your tool.
f) Adjust stroke of tool accordingly by increasing stroke or decreasing stroke based on (d) and your
current tool stroke. Proper tool stroke adjustment procedures should be followed by
referencing tool manual.

Basic Tool operating procedure

Pos 1 (collapse rivet-nut)
Pos 2 (reverse tool from Work)

Placing fastener on to Mandrel:

Thread 1st thread of rivet-nut onto Mandrel. Apply a light pressure and the fastener will thread
onto the mandrel or thread by hand completely.

Tool Disassembly

Step 1: Remove protective cover (95)
Step 2: Use standard spanner wrench, remove body cover (2)
Step 3: Using a flat head screw driver, remove cylinder bottom (3)
Step 4: item 4 & 7 are one piece, clamp on to item 9 to remove item 4&7
Step 5: Use tool 770010(on item#5) to separate item #1 and item#6
Step 6: Use tool 770013 (on item#36) to remove item#41

Spare Parts, and Tool Breakdown

Recommended Spare Parts
Item 55 pin 88219
Item 47 anvil 88703
Item 53 10-32 mandrel 88711
Item 23 oil container 88084
Item 43 anvil jam nut 88643
Item 42 Mandrel Clutch 88142
Item 60 spring Pin 88660
Item 37 Milled Sleeve 88637
Tool 770010
Tool 770013

